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Hey, wiz!
No, not trying to be offensive. A muslim that I know who is very high up in knowledge gave me this
information. I forget what you call one who leads his group, I will ask.
My postings were not to offend but to inform. As is your goal as I perceive it. We both have totally
different opinions and I guess as much as others' opinions, facts, thoughts and ideas, shock my
spirit, I suppose mine shock yours and theirs. Sorry, but I cannot deny what I believe and until God
speaks to me and tells me different (and I mean really speaks) I will have to say what I believe. I
cannot sit back and deny what Peter said, that Yeshua is christ the son of the living God.
No, I wasn't trying to start anything. (or finish) Just had to clear the air.
I understand the Hebrew meanings and downloaded from several sites to verify the authenticity of
each. What I was trying to express was that some who translated, substituted the Y in Yeshua for a J
and also in Yaweh the Y for a J. That is all. so why do we call God Jehovah?
I also know the cross is a symbol of God and Christ worldwide and also why. Beginning in the story
of Moses when God told Him to hold up the staff with the serpent on it to heal the people who were
bitten. It symbolized THE cross and the death of sin on the cross. The people were grumbling and
complaining and God saw it as sin. Yeshua also said,"If I be lifted up I will draw all men..."
paraphrased.
Never said there was more than one God. But God is more than a simple moon God. He is Lord over
the universe. Maybe one day we can talk about what I meant by the genie thing. It is a d
lgy issue.
aparently being pagan is simply relative to the ones who say the word....You think that I am, the
muslim, druid and any other religion thinks I am, yet, the bible says everyone else is. Who is right? I
don't sweat it! I just simply ask God to help me even if I'm wrong, at least I am doing my level best to
get things right.
Wiz, I think you aare precious and wonderful and I never meant to make anyone mad. I just thought
this was an open forum in which we could state our beliefs. Sorry, I upset you.
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